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DISTRICT-31   60 AND 90 FOOT MECHANICS 

 

There is to be no deviation from these mechanics as outlined. The pre-game will review these responsibilities. 

Any mechanic not discussed on this list will become the responsibility of the plate umpire in the pre-game 

meeting. 

 

Abbreviations: 

PU=Plate Umpire U1=First Base Umpire U2=Second Base Umpire U3=Third Base Umpire 

BR=Batter-Runner R1=Runner on 1st Base R2=Runner on 2nd Base R3=Runner on 3rd Base 

HP=Home Plate 1B=First Base   2B=Second Base  3B=Third Base 

Positions: A=foul area behind 1B; B=behind second baseman; C=behind short stop; D=foul area behind 3B 

 

2 Man Mechanics for 60 foot field: 

 

1. Plate Umpire (PU) will have ALL fair/foul responsibilities down both foul lines if U1 is not in A; 

2. PU will have ALL fly balls and ALL catch/no catch responsibilities unless U1 goes out on trouble ball; 

3. PU will ONLY announce a CATCH to his Base Umpire (U1) i.e. “That’s a catch Tom;” 

4. PU will make NO verbal comment on a NO CATCH situation and U1 will then make the appropriate 

pivot and take the runner to second base (2B) as necessary; 

5. PU will have re-touch responsibilities at third base (3B). 

 

2 Man Mechanics for 90 foot field: 

 

1. PU will have ALL fair/foul responsibilities down both lines when U1 is not in A; 

2. When U1 is in the A position, U1 will only have responsibilities for Fair/Foul (“pane of glass”) and 

trouble balls down the right field line.  If U1 goes out on a trouble ball to right field, he will announce 

such intention to the PU and PU will have responsibility for the Batter-Runner (BR) all the way to 3B. 

After signaling NO CATCH, U1 will return in foul territory down the first base (1B) line towards the 

plate (HP) and at the appropriate time announce to PU that he has HP coverage should the BR proceed 

to HP; i.e. “I’ve got Home, Tom.” 

3. When U1 is in the B or C position, PU will have ALL fly ball responsibilities and ALL fair/foul 

responsibilities. Again PU will ONLY announce the Catch and will remain silent on the no catch 

scenario.  

4. PU will have re-touch responsibilities at 3B. 

 

3 Man Mechanics for 60 foot field: 

      

1. With no runners on base PU will have fair foul to the base and UI and U3 will have it at the base and 

beyond (pane of glass). PU will have all catch/no catch unless U1 or U3 goes out; then remaining 

umpires will revert to two man mechanics (see above). PU will only verbalize a CATCH. 

2. With a ball hit within infield or a base hit to the outfield, U3 (positioned on 3B foul line (D) will move 

into working area to take the BR to 2B. If that takes place, PU will move toward 3B and take the BR to 

3B announcing, “I’ve got third if he comes.” U1, who began in the A position, will remain in foul 

territory watching for any throw back to 1B.  Once the BR releases and commits to 2B, U1 will rotate to 

HP (point-of-plate). 

3. With R1, U3 will begin in C position with U1 in A. PU will communicate a 1
st
 to 3

rd
 possibility and 

receive acknowledgement. See rotation in #2 above if R1 proceeds to 3B. 

4. With any R2, U1 will begin in the B position with U3 in the D position. U1 will be responsible for all 

plays at 2B and all plays at 1B.  U3 will have all plays at 3B.  PU will have all plays at HP. 
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5. With R3 only, U1 will begin in the A position with U3 in the D position.  U1 will be responsible for all 

plays at 1B and 2B.  U3 will be responsible for R3’s retouch of 3B and all plays at 3B.  PU will be 

responsible for all plays at HP.   

6. With R1 and R3 (or bases loaded), U1 will begin in the B position with U3 in the D position (see #4 

above). 

 

3 Man Mechanics for 90 foot field: 

 

1. With no runners on base, U1 will begin in A position and U3 will be in D again.  Pane of glass for 

fair/foul down the lines will apply. U1 and U3 will split the outfield responsibilities and again; if either 

U1 or U3 goes out on a ball to the outfield, the remaining umpires will revert to 2 man mechanics.   

2. With a ball hit in the infield or a base hit to the outfield, U3 will go to the working area, with PU 

rotating to 3B (if BR advances toward 2B) and U1 remaining in A until the BR releases toward 2B and 

then rotate to HP (point-of-plate). 

3. With R1, U3 will begin in C and is responsible for all plays at 2B.  PU will rotate to 3B (as required) 

and be responsible for all plays at 3B.  U1 will remain in foul territory near 1B until BR releases toward 

2B and will then rotate to HP (point-of-plate) with responsibility for all plays at HP.  

4. With R2 and/or R3, U1 will begin in the B position and is responsible for all plays at 1B and 2B.  U3 

will begin in the D position and is responsible for all plays at 3B.  PU will remain home with 

responsibility for all plays at HP (point-of-plate).  

5. With R3 and R1 (or bases loaded), U1 will begin in the B position and is responsible for all plays at 1B 

and 2B.  U3 will begin in the D position with responsibility for all plays at 3B.  PU will remain home 

with responsibility for all plays at HP (point-of-plate).  

 

4 Man Mechanics for 60 foot field: 

 

1. PU will have ALL fair/foul responsibilities to the base and U1 and U3 will have ALL fair/foul 

responsibilities after the base (Pane of Glass); 

2. PU will have ALL catch/no catch responsibilities on routine fly balls and will announce ONLY catches 

and remain silent on no catch situations; 

3. District 31 will use the normal 4 man rotation keying off of U2 on trouble fly balls or keying off U1 or 

U3 for balls hit down the lines; 

4. Rotations of umpires will be based on two scenarios: 

a. Runners not in scoring position (no runners or R1 only ) 

i. If U1 goes out on a trouble ball, PU will come up to 1B and see the touch of the BR or re-

touch of R1.  If R1 is heading for 3B or BR commits to 2B, PU will return to HP (point-

of-plate), telling crew “I’m going home!” U2 will have all plays at 2B. U3 will have all 

plays at 3B. 

ii. If U2 goes out on a trouble ball, the crew will execute the ‘wheel’; U3 will move to the 

working area for plays at 2B. PU will move up to the library near 3B for plays at 3B.  U1 

will see the touch of BR at 1B or the re-touch of R1.  After BR commits to 2B, or R1 

commits to 3B, U1 will move to HP (point-of-plate), telling crew “I’m going home!” 

iii. If U3 goes out on a trouble ball, PU will move up to the library near 3B for plays at 3B.  

U1 will see the touch of BR at 1B or the re-touch of R1.  After BR commits to 2B, or R1 

commits to 3B, U1 will move to HP (point-of-plate), telling crew “I’m going home!”  U2 

will have all plays at 2B. 

b. Runners in scoring position (any R2 or R3). PU will indicate he’s staying home.  PU and U3 will 

not rotate. 
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i. If U1 goes out on a trouble ball, U2 will come into the working area and be responsible 

for plays at 1B and 2B. U3 will have all plays at 3B.  PU will be at HP (point-of-plate). 

ii. If U2 goes out on a trouble ball, U1 will pivot into the working area and be responsible 

for plays at 1B and 2B. U3 will have all plays at 3B.  PU will be at HP (point-of-plate). 

iii. If U3 goes out on a trouble ball, U2 will come into the working area and be responsible 

for plays at 2B and 3B. U1 will have all plays at 1B.  PU will be at HP (point-of-plate). 

 

  

4 Man Mechanics on a 90 foot field: 

 

All responsibilities will remain the same as those discussed on the 60 foot field except the following: 

 

1. With U2 inside in the B or C position, U1 and U3 will split the outfield on fly balls. U2 will have no 

responsibilities for fly balls when in the B or C position. A ball hit directly at the centerfielder will 

require quick communication between U1 and U3 to determine who will handle the catch/no catch 

responsibilities. Depending on which umpire does take the fly ball responsibility will determine which 

umpires have tag responsibilities for runners on base; 

2. Again, if no runners are on base or if there is only a runner on 3B and U2 is not inside; rotations on fly 

balls will be determined by keying off the actions of U2 (or U1 or U3 if the fly ball is down the line); 

3. Again, the same catch/no catch announcement will hold true.  

  

 

Notes: 

1. Please note that on a 90 foot field in the two man mechanic if U1 is in the B or C position Little League 

now allows the PU to ask for help on a check swing. District 31 will leave it to the preference of the PU 

working the game as to whether he wishes to ask for assistance in this situation;  

2. Non-verbal communication between umpires will now change: 

                         1-The Infield fly the signal will remain the same-flat hand to the heart with either a nod or a 

return signal; 

                         2- On the timing play we will no longer go to our imaginary watch but instead the PU will go to 

his heart with two fingers extended and then point down to acknowledge that he is staying home.   BU’s will 

acknowledge. We will NOT communicate a timing play unless there are two out (although we are aware that 

such a play can take place with less than two out, we will not communicate that); 

                         3- On the 1
st
 to 3

rd
 communication, PU will go to his heart with his hand and then point to 3B to 

acknowledge that he is aware of the 1
st
 to 3

rd
 situation and will cover 3B if necessary.  BU’s will acknowledge 

the signal.   

 

For some of you this might seem a bit trivial and regimented but it is always our goal in District 31 to strive to 

teach the ways of Western Region. As you know we are quick to announce that we are all Western Region 

trained umpires. Due to our success more local umpires in our District are now utilizing the clinics at Western 

Region and as such it is imperative that we work to mimic those teachings.   


